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The interest for Flapping Wing Micro Air Vehicles (FWMAV) is growing. With this
comes a need for future users to test and evaluate these vehicles with simulations. This
study presents a first iteration of an implementation of a FWMAV in FLAMES Simulation
Framework. An aerodynamic model based on the widely used quasi-steady blade element
approach is presented and a first linearised version is implemented in FLAMES. The simu-
lation model is capable of both manual and autonomous flight. With the first person view
a pilot can investigate buildings and objects. The study gives an idea of how FLAMES can
be used for this type of simulations. FLAMES provides a good environment for testing the
vehicle both individually and in a context with other units.

Nomenclature

Fe = {xe, ye, ze} Earth centred coordinates.
Ft = {xt, yt, zt} Earth tangential coordinates.
FB = {xB, yB, zB} Body fixed coordinates.
FNED = {xNED, yNED, zNED} Flat earth coordinates.
FW = {xW , yW , zW } Wing coordinates (individually subscripted with Lw and Rw).
X,Y, Z Forces along the axes in FB.
u, v, w Vehicle translation velocities in FB.

(unless other coordinates specified using subscript).
L,M,N Moments around the axes in FB.
p, q, r Vehicle angular velocities in FB.

(unless other coordinates specified using subscript).
L Aerodynamic force, lift.
D Aerodynamic force, drag.
f Wing beat frequency.
φ Roll angle (around xB).
θ Pitch angle (around yB).
ψ Yaw angle (around zB).
Γ Wing frame roll angle (w.r.t. FB).
β Wing frame pitch angle (w.r.t. FB).
γ Wing frame yaw angle (w.r.t. FB), stroke angle.
γ̂ Stroke amplitude.
ι Wing incidence angle.
c Chord.
m Mass.
~r Position vector.
~rc Reference value vector.
R Rotation matrix.
s Wing length coordinate.
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Subscripts

B Body.
D Drag.
e Earth.
L Lift.
max Maximum value.
min Minimum value.
NED North-East-Down.
p Center of pressure.
r Root.
s Body drag sphere.
t Tangential.
W General subscript for wing.
LW Left wing.
RW Right wing.

I. Introduction

Unmanned Air systems (UAS) are nowadays a common part of military organizations, but they are also
useful in civilian scenarios where the task is impossible or too dangerous for a manned vehicle. UAS in
use today span from large aircraft with a size comparable to a small airliner, down to small hand-launched
aircrafts with a maximum dimension of less than 0.5 m, a subject which is well covered by Austin.1 The
smallest systems are referred to as Micro Air Vehicles (MAV) or Nano Air Vehicles (NAV), which has a
maximum dimension of 15 cm and 5 cm, respectively.1

One special category of MAVs and NAVs are those with flapping wings. A milestone in this technology
was reached in 2011 by Aerovironment when they successfully built and flew their Nano Hummingbird.2

Some of the advantages of small systems are that they can be carried and operated by one operator. They
can also operate in small spaces inaccessible by humans and they are also harder to detect which often is
desired in military applications. With today’s and tomorrows technology it is not unrealistic to envision that
the entire system in the future will be so small that it can for instance, be carried among other equipment in
a rescue workers or soldiers harness. Two major drawbacks of the MAV and NAV systems are their limited
duration and the fact that they are weather sensitive in comparison to larger vehicles.

To investigate and evaluate the usefulness of this type of vehicle, it must be put in a context. This is
possible by introducing a model into a simulator environment such as the FLAMES Simulation Framework.3

II. Simulation Model Fidelity

A simulator can always be implemented using different levels of fidelity. The vehicle in this study is mainly
intended to simulate non autonomous flight and the realism will therefore depend on the aerodynamic model.
The levels of fidelity for a flapping wing vehicle simulation model can be divided into:

1. Simulation without a dynamic model, simply representing the vehicle with a unit moved around without
using differential equations that describe the movement. The movement can however be restricted with
limits for velocities, accelerations and other parameters.

2. Simulation using averaged forces. The calculation of the aerodynamic forces is done with an aerody-
namic model, but each force is averaged for a wing stroke, and the averaged force is acting in a point
described by the center of the wing oscillation. This can be implemented at two different sub levels:

(a) Using the fully non linear equations for averaged forces and calculating new forces and states
every time instant, at the wing beat frequency.

(b) Using linearisation of 2a and calculate new states every time instant at the wing beat frequency.
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3. A full simulation calculating non averaged aerodynamic forces at very high frequencies, using the non-
linear description of the dynamics. Taking into account that the point where the wing forces act shifts
rapidly with the wings movement.

In the preliminary work of developing a vehicle, for instance during the requirements definition process,
a simulation of level 1 might be sufficient to investigate time needed for different flights and manoeuvres
or when studying different operation tactics. When it comes to pilot training or test of vehicle control
algorithms a higher fidelity as in level 2 or 3 is preferable. In this study level 2b is implemented. This level
of fidelity simplifies the control model which reduces the time required for the implementation to the cost of
a less accurate model the farther from the linearisation point flight occurs.

III. Model

Bird and insect flight have always fascinated researchers. MAVs and NAVs which usually have a camera
must be capable of hover for a significant amount of time, a skill shared among insects and hummingbirds.
The knowledge of this type of flight has increased together with the access to computational power. The
recent progress of flapping flight aerodynamics is well summarized by Dickinson et. al.4 and Shyy et. al.5

Flapping flight differs from fixed wing flight. The orientation of the wings changes in a complex manner
over time and vortices have a significant role in the generation of lift.6, 7, 8, 9, 5, 10, 4 Leading edge vortices,
trailing edge vortices, tip vortices, start and stopping vortices are all present at different combinations and
magnitudes during flapping flight, making the airflow non trivial. The airflow in flapping insect flight,which
occurs at Reynolds numbers with an order of magnitude of (10)− (104)11(a hummingbird in hover flies at
Re ≃ 3000),9 is incompressible, laminar and unsteady.6

A key aspect in the simulation is to model the force shift during a wing stroke and thereby also the angle
of attack, stroke amplitude, and the stroke movement relative to the body and the surrounding air. The
model in this study is not meant to perfectly simulate its biological archetypes, it is a relatively simple way
of modelling flapping flight compared to for instance the rigorous work done by Liu.12 A simple model is
necessary to reduce the amount of required computer power since the flight of the modelled vehicle is just
one task among many in the simulator environment. The model used in this study is inspired by and in
most aspects similar to the model presented by Schenato et.al.13 and also by the similar model presented
by Faraque et.al.14, 15 and Orlowski et.al.16

The model will have physical properties representing those of a hummingbird. However, since the amount
of specific research in hummingbird flight is limited compared to other fields, such as fixed wing aerodynamic
research. The model is a mix of Hummingbird and Drosophila (which is a type of small flies) research. This
is reasonable since hummingbirds and Drosophila use similar wing movements17 and both are capable of
”normal hovering” as it is defined by Fogh;17 a) active flight on the spot in still air by means of wings which
are moved b) through a large stroke angle and c) approximately in a horizontal plane, while the long axis of
the body is strongly inclined relative to the horizontal, sometimes almost to a vertical position.

Roughly one can also say that they have similar wingshapes,17 which is important in calculation of the
lift generated by the translational movement of the wing since the wings area distribution affects where on
the wing the averaged aerodynamic force will act.

A. Approximations

• The vehicle is treated as a rigid body to simplify the equations that describe the dynamics.

• Aerodynamic forces are calculated as an effect of the translational wing movement only.

• The wings are assumed to be light compared to the body, any inertial effects caused by the wings are
therefore neglected.

• The vehicle is assumed to have a light shell making it look like a bird, and the light shell is assumed to
have a drag coefficient identical to that of a smooth sphere. Furthermore the drag caused by the body
shell is assumed to act at the center of gravity; therefore, no moments are caused by the drag on the
body.
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• The earth is assumed to be flat.a

• The mass of the bird is assumed distributed in a cuboid with constant density.

• Center of mass and center of gravity is assumed to always coincide.

B. Geometry

1. Wings

The wing shape is defined as a half ellipse, the same shape as used by Weis-Fogh,17 the wing shape is shown
in figure 1. The chord length c(s) is then described by:

c(s) = cr

√

1−
s2

s2max

; (1)

where, s ∈ {0, smax} and smax is the wing length from root to tip. The point on the wing where the
aerodynamic forces act, the center of pressure, lies on the center line at:

sp =
4smax

3π
(2)
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Figure 1: Wing planform.

2. Body

The mathematical body has two geometrical shapes in the model. One cuboid, used to represent the
different components and mechanical structures inside the bird, and one sphere to represent the light shell
for calculating body drag. The cuboid is the base of the model since it contains all mass and therefore defines
where center of gravity lies. The cuboid has a height b and a square bottom with sides a. The sphere is
assumed to share its center position with c.g. to simplify the model (which then ignores torque effects caused
by body drag). The sphere’s radius is set to a to have a size similar to the mass cuboid. The mathematical
representation of the vehicle is visualized in figure 2.

aFt is rotated by FLAMES in every simulation time step, which requires previous simulation states to be recalculated in new
coordinates before next state can be calculated, in this process the attitude is not corrected and thereby the earth is assumed
flat. Velocities, accelerations, and position from previous states are recalculated to be correct in the new Ft frame. To preserve
the true values of earlier states, those states are saved in Fe coordinates, which do not change between the simulation steps.
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Letting the cuboid contain the vehicles mass, the moments of inertia becomes18

I =







m
12 (a

2 + b2) 0 0

0 m
12 (b

2 + a2) 0

0 0 m
12 (2a

2)






. (3)

C. Vehicle Size Parameters

The size of the vehicle is inspired by those of the Nano Hummingbird2 and presented in table 1

Mass: 19 g

Wing length: 8 cm

a 3 cm

b 10 cm

~rLW [0 −1.5 1] cm

~rRW [0 1.5 1] cm

Maximum velocity 5 m/s

Table 1: Vehicle Size Parameters

D. Definition of coordinate systems

In FLAMES the vehicle’s orientation is stored w.r.t. to the earth centred coordinates Fe, the z-axis pointing
to the north pole, x-axis pointing through the Greenwich Meridian (0 degrees longitude), and the y axis
pointing 90 degrees East longitude. The coordinate frame is fixed w.r.t the earth and therefore rotates with
it. The earth tangential coordinates Ft lies on the ellipsoid defined by World Geodetic System 1984 (WGS
84), these coordinates are used in autonomous flight for heading and altitude data, with the x,y,z-axes
pointing: East, North, and Up respectively. The body frame Fb is defined in a flight mechanics manner with
the x-axis pointing forward (through the nose as if it was an aircraft), y-axis to the right, and the z-axis
down through the bottom of the vehicle. A separate flat earth coordinate system, with its axes pointing
North, East, and Down, (FNED) was used in Matlab during some parts of the work.

Each wing has a local coordinate system which rotation w.r.t Fb defines how the stroke plane is aligned
and by that also the center of the wings oscillating movement. The stroke plane of the wing is defined as the
plane described by the xW and yW axes in the wings local frame. The angles Γ, β and γ describe the wing
frames rotation around the xB , yB, and zB-axis respectively. The attitude of the wing within its coordinate
system is fixed w.r.t the xW and zW -axes. The angle describing the rotation around the wings y-axis is the
wings incidence angle ι. The position of the wing coordinate systems w.r.t the body frame are described by
their position vectors ~rRW and ~rLW . The span-coordinate s presented above corresponds to yRW and −yLW

E. Forces and moments

1. Force coefficients CL and CD

In difference to aircraft wings the available amount of data for insect and bird wings, at their low Reynolds
numbers and often high angles of attack, is small. The most relevant data in the scope of this study is
from the measurements presented by Dickinson et.al.4 These measurements are made at approximately
Re = 136, a number too low compared to the regime of this vehicle which at hover flies at Re ≃ 3000.
However, calculating the aerodynamic forces acting on the wings results in a reasonable hover frequency of
28Hz, giving validity to the model despite the issue with the Reynolds number. The lift and drag coefficients
from Dickinson et al.4 are presented in equations (4), (5) and figure 3.

CL = 0.0225 + 1.58 sin(2.12α− 7.2) (4)
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Figure 2: A principal sketch of the mathematical representation of the vehicle. Right wing excluded.

CD = 1.92− 1.55 cos(2.04α− 9.82) (5)
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Figure 3: Lift and drag coefficient.

2. Wing Lift and drag

Lift and drag are in this study defined as the aerodynamic forces parallel to the zW and xW axes respectively,
acting in the center of pressure. The aerodynamic forces can be described as a result of three different
contributions:4 forces due to translational movement and delayed stall, forces due to the rotational movement,
and forces due to the wake capturing. The largest part of the aerodynamic forces is the contribution caused
by the translational movement,4 the effects of rotational lift and wake capturing are left out to lower the
fidelity of the model which must be limited to reduce the amount of needed computational power.

The wing forces are derived with quasi steady blade element theory. The movement of the wings, is in
the xW -yW plane of each wing coordinate system, and can be described by:17 the stroke angle (γ), stroke
amplitude (γ̂), stroke offset (γ̄), wing-beat freguency (f), and time (t):

γ(t) = γ̄ + γ̂ sin (2πft) = γ̄ + γ̂ sin (Ωt) (6)

The wing is always aligned with the y-axis in the wing coordinate system, as in figure 2. The stroke
angle γ represents the wing and its coordinate systems yaw angle w.r.t Fb. Differentiating (6) w.r.t. time,
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the angular velocity of a wing is obtained as:

γ̇ = Ωγ̂ cosΩt. (7)

The aerodynamic forces, lift and drag, for a span-wise section ds of the wing at a time instant t then
becomes;

dL = CL(α(t))
1

2
ρ(sγ̇)2c(s) ds, (8)

and

dD = CD(α(t))
1

2
ρ(sγ̇)2c(s)ds. (9)

Here, c(s) is the wing chord at a span-wise location s, and α(t) it the angle of attack. Equations (8) and
(9) are valid as long as the vehicle stays in hover. The airflow velocity encountered by each 2 dimensional
span-wise section of the wing will be affected when the vehicle starts to move with a translational and/or
angular velocity. The vehicles movement will force the lift and drag to change their behaviour during the
wing-beat. This is modelled as a change of the velocity and angle of attack in equations (8) and (9) in
similarity with other studies.14, 15, 19, 20

The contribution from the translational velocity of the vehicle to the aerodynamic forces is the part
aligned with the wing coordinate system’s x-axis. This velocity contribution will be different at each time
instant t due to the wing movement. The translational and angular velocity components in wing coordinates
are obtained by transforming the velocity from body to wing coordinates:







uW

vW

wW






= RWB







u

v

w






, (10)







pW

qW

rW






= RWB







p

q

r






. (11)

Due to the blade element theory, the effects of vW are neglected. The effects of the two remaining
components are: uW will contribute to the velocity, and arctan(wW /uW ) will add to the angle of attack.
From the angular velocities srW (the scalar rW is not to be confused with the wing position vectors ~rW ) will
add to the velocity, effects of the other two components are neglected since the vehicle will be hovering in
an upright position.

The angle of attack is the sum of the wing incidence angle, ι(t) (sometimes referred to as the geometrical
angle of attack), and the contribution from the translational and angular velocities mentioned above.

The time variation of ι describes the rotational movement of the wing and differs among insect and bird
species. The rotational movement can be characterized in three different types: advanced, synchronized, and
delayed rotation. Meaning that the wing starts to rotate to its start position for the next half stroke before,
during, or after it changes direction in the wing beat. In this study, synchronized rotation is used, and the
wing is ”vertical” (wing surface aligned with the zW axis) when it shifts direction in the beat, the angle of
attack then becomes:

α(t) =
π

2
− ι(t) + arctan(

wW

uW
) =

π

2
− (

π

2
− ι̂)| sin (Ωt)|+ arctan(

wW

uW
), (12)

where ι̂ then describes the smallest angle which the wing will have with respect to the plane described by
xW and yW .

A simplification that can can be done to reduce the need of high simulation frequencies is to integrate
the aerodynamic forces during the wing stroke and use an averaged force. This is applicable since the wing
beat frequency is significantly higher than the vehicles translational and rotational movement frequencies.
Such an approach is applied by for instance Faraque et. al14, 15 and Orlowski et.al.16
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Including the extra contributions from translational and angular velocities, the average aerodynamic
forces during a wing beat are obtained by:

L =
ρ

2T

T
∫

0

CL(α(t))

S
∫

0

(sγ̇ + srW + uW )2c(s)dsdt =
ρ

2T

T
∫

0

CL(α(t))(P
2A2 + 2uW |P |A1 + u2WA)dt, (13)

and

D =
ρ

2T

T
∫

0

QCD(α(t))

S
∫

0

(sγ̇+srW +uW )2c(s)dsdt =
ρ

2T

T
∫

0

QCD(α(t))(P 2A2+2uW |P |A1+u
2
WA)dt, (14)

where:

P = Ωγ̂ cos (Ωt) + rW , (15)

Q =
sp(γ̇ + rW ) + uW
|sp(γ̇ + rW ) + uW |

, (16)

A2 =

S
∫

0

c(s)s2ds, (17)

A1 =

S
∫

0

c(s)sds, (18)

A =

S
∫

0

c(s)ds, (19)

Q represents the sign of the total velocity in the xW direction, since the drag force has different directions
during each half stroke. A2 is the second area moment, A1 is the first area moment and A is the wing area.
The integrations over time are done numerically using the trapezoidal method.21

3. Body Drag

The air drag caused by the vehicle’s body is approximated using the air drag for a smooth sphere. With a
velocity range of 0− 5 m/s, which for radius a = 0.03 m gives a Reynold’s number of 0 to 20000. The drag
coefficient for a sphere can be approximated with:22

CB =
24

Re
+

2.6(Re
5 )

1 + (Re
5 )1.52

+
0.411( Re

263000 )
−7.94

1 + ( Re
263000 )

−8
+

Re0.8

461000
(20)

The drag force magnitude is given by |CB0.5ρ~v
2πa2|, and is directed in the opposite direction of the

vehicles velocity vector ~v =[u v w]. To avoid numerical errors (CB grows rapidly for small Reynolds numbers)
for small Reynolds Numbers, a lower limit is set to Re = 0.01 which for the body sphere corresponds to a
negligible velocity (2.5 · 10−11 m/s).

F. Equations of Motion

The vehicle dynamics are described with equations (21) in the body fixed coordinates, Fb. The equations
describe the forces and moments for all three axes in Fb (derivation is available in the reference literature23):
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u̇ = −
−X +mg sin θ +mqw −mrv

m
, (21a)

v̇ =
Y +mg cos θ sinφ−mru +mpw

m
, (21b)

ẇ =
Z +mg cos θ cosφ−mpv +mqu

m
, (21c)

ṗ =
NIzx + IzL+ IzIzxpq − qrI2z + IzqrIy − I2zxqr − pqIyIzx + pqIxIzx

−I2zx + IxIy
, (21d)

q̇ =
M + Izxr

2 − rpIx + rpIz − Izxp
2

Iy
, (21e)

ṙ =
NIx − IxIzxqr − IxpqIy + pqI2x + LIzx + I2zxpq − qrIzIzx + qrIyIzx

−I2zx + IzIx
, (21f)

where:
[

X Y Z
]

= RBW (~LLW + ~DLW + ~LRW + ~DRW ) + ~(BodyDrag), (22a)
[

L M N
]

= ~rp,LW × (~LLW + ~DLW ) + ~rp,RW × (~LRW + ~DRW ). (22b)

The attitude and position with respect to Ft is described by equations (23):23

φ̇ = p+ (q sinφ) + r cos θ tan θ, (23a)

θ̇ = q cosφ− r sinφ, (23b)

ψ̇ = (q sinφ+ r cosφ) sec θ, (23c)

ẋt = u cos θ cosψ + v(sin φ sin θ cosψ − cosφ sinψ) + w(cosφ sin θ cosψ + sinφ sinψ), (23d)

ẏt = u cos θ sinψ + v(sinφ sin θ sinψ + cosφ cosψ) + w(cosφ sin θ sinψ − sinφ cosψ), (23e)

żt = −u sin θ + v sinφ cos θ + w cosφ cos θ. (23f)

G. Control

The state and control vectors are:

~x =
[

u v w p q r
]

, (24a)

~u =
[

f βRW βLW γ̄RW γ̄LW ιRW ιLW ΓRW ΓLW

]

. (24b)

The vehicle main control system is designed to track reference values for the velocities u, v, w and the
angular velocities p, q, r since this provides an easy way to manually control the vehicle for a user without any
training. The main control system is then extended with outer loops for making autonomous flight possible.
The main control system consists of a Linear Quadratic Integral (LQI) reference tracking controller. The
controller is designed with Matlab’s R© Control System Toolbox function lqi which calculates the gain matrix
K for a control law

~u = −K
[

~x ~xi

]T

(25)

where,

~xi =

∫

(~r − ~y) dt, (26)
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minimizes the cost integral b:

∞
∫

0

(
[

~x ~xi

]T

H
[

~x ~xi

]

+ ~uTG~u)dt. (27)

H (positive semi-definite) and G (positive definite) are weight-matrices which work as design parameters
to achieve desired performance and limit the control signals. The lqi function calculates the controller gain
with a method that involves solving the algebraic Riccati Equation, the subjected system must therefore be
observable and reachable along with correctly chosen weight-matrices, details in this subject is found in the
reference litterature.25, 24, 26 To receive the model dynamics on state-space form equations (21) are linearised
numerically using small perturbations from hover, ~x = ~0, and written on the form:c

~̇x = A~x+B~u (28a)

~y = C~x (28b)

where A describes the linear system dynamics and B describes the linear effects from the different control
variables. Since the states are known and directly used as feedback C is the identity. The linearisation is
done in Matlab with an algorithm presented in appendix A. Since the vehicle is supposed to operate mainly
at low altitude only one linearisation is made. Including the controller gain the final system becomes:

~̇x = A~x−BK
[

~x ~xi

]T

(29a)

~y = C~x (29b)

To avoid too large reference values on the velocities ~r is limited before it reaches the control loop. A
schematic view of the main control loop is presented in figure 4.

∑
∫

−K Plant

−1

~rc ~e ~y

~−y

~x

~xi

Figure 4: Speed reference tracking control loop (main control system).

To make autonomous flight possible the main control loop is extended with a diagonal proportional
integral controller for u,w and r while the other three velocities (v, p, q) are set to zero. The exact position
and attitude is available, this information is processed and used as feedback and compared with the reference
values which come from the waypoint data process method. By processing the exact values disturbances are
neglected. The waypoint data process method compares the current position with the waypoint which the
vehicle is supposed to reach and translates this into reference velocities needed to move the vehicle towards
the waypoint. The extended system is presented in figure 5

bEven though the software implementation gives a discrete system, the system and the control designed is done as if
everything were continuous in time since all calculations are done at high frequencies. Discrete (sampled) control systems will
if the sampling is fast act like its time continuous origin.24

cThis holds if the system is linearised around zero, otherwise (28) would describe the change of the states w.r.t. the
linearisation point which then has to be added to the calculations to receive the true state. However, the only non-zero
parameter in the linearisation used is the wing beat frequency which never occurs explicitly presented to, or edited by the user,
correction is therefore not needed in this case. So even if f is non-zero in the linearisation it can be treated as if it were.
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∑
∫

−K Plant

−1

Position+

Attitude

Processing

Waypoint

Data

Processing

∑
∫

P

~e ~y

~−y

~x

~x1

Waypoint

~rc

Figure 5: Control loop extended with autopilot loop.

IV. Software Implementation

A. Unit

A unit in FLAMES is composed of multiple different models. In this study, a vehicle unit is defined, and a
platform and cognition model is attached to the unit, figure 6. When the unit is defined, the user can define
a list of commands. The cognition model will then read these commands, starting at top of the list, process
them and send instructions to the platform model.

The platform model has two main routines, the control routine and the move routine. The control routine
processes the messages from the cognition model and performs the necessary changes to the platform model.
The move routine calculates the new state of the vehicle using the equations of motion and control-models
presented above (figures 4 and 5). The new state is calculated using Adams-Bashforth 2-step integration.
This is done at every simulation time step when FLAMES calls the platform. When a new state is calculated
the information to FLAMES is updated and FLAMES moves the unit in the scenario.

Unit

Cognition platform

Figure 6: Implemented unit structure.

The position and attitude block in figure 5 represents the lines of code that ask for all or a part of the
position and attitude information, if the vehicle would be implemented in reality this would contain the
navigation system and different on board sensors.

The waypoint Data Processing block in figure 5 represents the code that compares the current position
with the desired position (next waypoint). It compares current heading and the necessary heading and
sets a reference yaw speed to turn the vehicle, simultaneously similar processes are performed for altitude
and forward velocity. The waypoints are exact coordinates but since it requires extremely good control
performance for a vehicle to reach an exact point the vehicle treats the waypoints as spheres, and says that
it has reached the a waypoint when it comes within the space defined by the sphere.
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B. Client

To make manual control of the vehicle possible an external client program was built. The program is a rebuild
of the client used in the work of Cau27 who simulated search over terrain in FLAMES with an unmanned
fixed wing aircraft. During the definition of the unit’s command list the user can add a command which
orders the unit to listen for commands from the external client. The client can then connect to the FLAMES
application and send control commands to the cognition model which passes them on to the platform’s
control routine. The user can then control the vehicle using the computers keyboard and fly manually. The
unit will stay in manual control mode until the user orders the vehicle to go back to autonomous flight. If
the unit is told to fly to other waypoints in the command list it will do so. This can then be repeated and
the user can focus on piloting the vehicle only when necessary and let the vehicle fly autonomously during
the more monotonous parts of the mission.

C. Visualisation

To visualize units in the 3D-views FLAMES uses 3D Models in the OpenflightR© format. A simple humming-
bird with photo-textures was built to visualize the vehicle. The OpenflightR© format allows the polygons
that composes the model to be sorted in a nodal structure. By placing the wing-polygons in nodes which
can be moved in FLAMES (this type of node is referred to as ”degree of freedom” nodes), the wings can
perform a flapping movement during the simulation. The hummingbird model is shown in figure 7.
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Figure 7: 3D representation of the vehicle.

V. Results

The result of the study consists of the executable code which forms the model implemented in FLAMES.
However, since the linearisation from the non-linear equation presented above is made around hover, it
is relevant with a brief comparison with the reference literature concerning the lateral and longitudinal
dynamics. For this comparison equation (24a) was extended with φ, θ, ψ for the linearisation (see equation
(30)).

~x =
[

u v w p q r φ θ ψ
]

. (30)

1. Model

The main difference between the presented model and for instance Faruque et.al15, 14 (who studied insect
dynamics about hover) is the added contribution to the aerodynamic forces from the translational velocity
of the vehicle, velocities that soon become non-negligible when the vehicle starts to move. This contribution
was added since the model is intended to not always stay in hover. The model showed similar dynamics in
the longitudinal degrees of freedom but different dynamic behaviour in the lateral degrees of freedom since
no lateral oscillatory mode was found, only one stable, low damped mode, corresponding to a change in v
was present.

In the longitudinal degrees of freedom 3 modes appeared of which one was oscillatory and stable, and one

oscillatory unstable, depending on the relative position between the wing mount and c.g. for
[

φ θ ψ
]

= ~0

and
[

Γ β γ̄
]

= ~0. The difference between the two situations is the wing mounts xB position. The

unstable oscillatory mode corresponds to the case when c.g. is behind of the wing mount (~rLW and ~rRW has
xB > 0), see appendix B figure 11. With c.g. below the wing mount xB = 0 the oscillatory mode became
stable, appendix B figure 12. In similarity with the references the oscillatory mode consists of u, w, and
θ. The configuration giving the stable oscillatory mode is the one that was implemented. A consequence of
this was that one of the non-oscillatory modes became unstable, this mode is stabilised with the controller.
The longitudinal dynamics with the controller implemented include only stable non oscillatory modes, see
appendix B figure 13. The comparison assumes that the longitudinal and lateral system properties are
decoupled. In reality this is not the case since the cross-coupling terms are non-zero. The full dynamics of
the system, with the controller implemented showed only statically stable modes, see appendix B figure 14.

2. Simulation

An example scenario was set up to simulate a reconnaissance mission. A squad is located at edge of a forest
and are going to observe a nearby house using a FWMAV to obtain photos and videos of the building. The
view of the building seen from the forest is presented in figure 8. The FWMAV can perform an autonomous
flight via waypoints set by the squad and approach the building from north-east, see scenario map in figure
9.

Once the FWMAV has reached the house it provides the squad with image information of the building
while it is controlled manually by the pilot. If windows or doors are open the vehicle can enter the building
if necessary. An example of a camera view from the vehicle is presented in figure 10a as it is watching the
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Figure 8: The house subjected to the mission seen from the forest.

Figure 9: The 2D presententation of the scenario. The MAV at it starting position in the forest south-east
of the house.
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porch on the east side of the building. For illustration purpose an image of the vehicle in this position is
presented in figure 10b.

(a) View from vehicle. (b) Picture of the vehicle.

Figure 10: Example of image information from the MAV and a picture of the vehicle when it sees that view.

VI. Conclusion

A linearised model of a flapping wing MAV has been presented with its implementation in the FLAMES
Simulation Framework. The model is stable and capable of both manual and autonomous flight. The
dynamic properties of the model have characteristics which can be identified in other hovering vehicles.

The FLAMES Simulation Framework was suitable for implementing the model directly into a platform
class. This opens a wide range of possibilities for any MAV model to interact with other units in practically
any scenario imaginable. This type of MAV model implementation in FLAMES can provide an environment
for pilot training, tactics evaluation, sensor evaluation etcetera.

The model was implemented with a low fidelity level but with a simulation frequency of 200 Hz. The
low fidelity is a benefit in large scenarios, especially if the simulation is executed on a single computer.
The current version of the model requires the scenario simulation frequency to be at least 200 Hz, this
can be changed by letting the model calculate the flight independently at a fixed or changing frequency
regardless of the scenario simulation frequency, this would reduce the amount of computer power used since
no unnecessary calculation is performed for units that require a lower simulation frequency.

FLAMES allows a network of computers to cooperate during the execution of a scenario, which makes it
possible to implement the model in an external client such as the client for manual control built in this study.
By letting an external client host the vehicle model the level of fidelity can be increased without reducing
the execution speed of the scenario. As in all simulations the level of fidelity must be evaluated w.r.t. the
purpose of the simulation.

The 3D view in FLAMES is easily changed by the user. No special development is required to capture
a first person view from any unit in the scenario. The implemented model uses a camera cognition model
which can be given commands to change the view, this proved to be useful since it allows the model itself
to adjust the camera angle to acquire a correct first person view in the direction of the imagined on board
camera.

The simulation example shows an example of how a FWMAV can provide a squad with live image
information without exposing the personnel to unnecessary risks.
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VII. Appendices

A. Linearisation Algorithm

Linearisation algorithm for obtaining the state dynamics A in equation (28). B is obtained in with the
same algorithm by using changes in uj instead of xi. The model dynamics are described by the non-linear

equations: ~̇x = ~f(x1, ..., xi, u1, ..., uj).

1. Choose a linearisation point (x1, ..., xi, u1, .., uj)

2. Calculate

q1 =
~f(x1+0.001,x2,...,xi,u1,...,uj)−~f(x1−0.001,x2,...,xi,u1,...,uj)

2·0.001

q2 =
~f(x1,x2+0.001,...,xi,u1,...,uj)−~f(x1,x2−0.001,...,xi,u1,...,uj)

2·0.001

...

qi =
~f(x1,x2,...,xi+0.001,u1,...,uj)−~f(x1,x2,...,xi−0.001,u1,...,uj)

2·0.001

3. Build A:

A =
[

q1 q2 ... qi

]

B. Model Eigenvalues
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Figure 11: Longitudinal Eigenvalues with c.g. behind and below of wing mount.
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Figure 12: Longitudinal Eigenvalues with c.g. below of wing mount.
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Figure 13: Longitudinal Eigenvalues with c.g. below of wing mount and controller implemented.
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Figure 14: Eigenvalues of full system (rings) and assumed decoupled longitudinal eigenvalues (stars). Con-
troller Implemented.
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